Abstract. Linear interpolation methods have the characteristics of low computational complexity which makes them widely developed in CFA (color filter array) demosaicking. However, the trichromatic nature of colour images enables CFA demosaicking algorithms to take advantage of the luminance-chrominance representation to interpolate the colour planes efficiently and effectively. It seems, however, this does not apply to multispectral images in a straightforward manner. In this paper, we first propose a linear interpolation method for SFA (spectral filter array) demosaicking drawing on the mathematical analysis of mosaicking, demosaicking processes and the idea of residual interpolation. We then compare the performance of the proposed method with that of five other techniques by means of the SSIM index. The result shows that our new algorithm has a good performance with less computing time.
Introduction
Multispectral/hyperspectral imaging is now a promising technology for the capture, analysis and representation of objects' accurate information which is widely used in remote sensing, biological and so on. Inspired by the revolution in color imaging system caused by color filter array (CFA) [3] , some research work appears and makes progress in the design of SFA (spectral filter array, a mosaic array comprised of more than three types of filters) and the associated demosaicking algorithms, aimed at a low-cost, portable and efficient multispectral imaging system, as shown in Fig. 1 . However, introducing the mosaic technique into multispectral system will lose plenty of spectral information which needs to be estimated in a proper way.
Image demosaicking refers to the interpolation of raw data (CFA samples) [8] to obtain full resolution color images, which is a similar problem in SFA demosaicking. In the last decades, a large amont of CFA based methods have been proposed. According to whether the inter-channel correlation is utilized or not, they can be divided into two main categories [15] . The first one treats each channel separately without making use of inter-channel correlation. The techniques include nearest-neighbor interpolation, bilinear/bicubic interpolation [18] , spline interpolation [5] and so on. This type of interpolation methods are simple but suboptimal. Exploiting the inter-channel information is of great significance for improving the performance of the demosaicking algorithms. The design of Bayer CFA has the properties that G channel contains the most information, and can be regard as the luminance channel which has less aliasing. Therefore, most of the methods interpolate the G channel first, then utilize the interpolated G channel for the recovery of the chrominance channels (R, B). According to the spatialdomain and frequency domain properties, there are many methods proposed, the detail information can be found in [8] . There are also some other approaches, such as the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based interpolation, in which the images are transformed into various frequency bands, the high similarity between the high-frequency bands can help to recover the mosaicked images [4] .
To our best knowledge, the earliest work on SFA demosaicking is proposed in 2006 by Miao et al. [9] , in which they extend the idea of CFA to multispectral imaging by developing generic mosaicking and demosaicking algorithms based on the binary tree theory. Later some more work has been published which focuses more on the demosaicking methods. Baone and Qi [2] explore ways of extending the existing methods to multispectral imaging directly. They treat the demosaicking process as an image restoration task and solve the optimization problem using the gradient descent method which can also reduce the external noise and degradations. Recently, the kernel upsampling and guided filter method is also introduced into multispectral demosaicking in [11] [12] . In [12] , they assume that the guide image can be generated from the most densely sampled spectral component of SFA, then the other spectral components can be interpolated by the guided filter technique. Another example of extending CFA demosaicking method to SFA demosaicking is the idea Wang et al. proposed in [15] . Most of the demosaicking ideas used in SFA come from the mature CFA (especially Bayer CFA) based methods. In addition, a frequency analysis based multispectral demosaicking method is still under development [14] .
Therefore, in this work, we focus on extending some linear methods to multispectral domain. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the proposed method is presented in detail. Result and analysis of the new method as well as other algorithms are shown in section 3. Section 4 concludes the work and suggests directions for future research.
Proposed Method
In order to design a generic algorithm that can handle the diversified SFA patterns, we need go back to the mathematical analysis of mosaicking and demosaicking as shown in [7] . Assume Y is a full resolution multispectral image and X is the corresponding SFA image, the mosaicking process can be presented in equation 1:
where P represents the mosaic which converts the original full resolution image Y to SFA image X. If the superpixels are stacked in a row-wise way, the size of matrix P is fixed [7] . If we can estimate P, the demosaicking process can be written asỸ = P −1 X = DX. It is not sufficient to estimateỸ from P and X. Therefore, a larger kernel contains the information of the neighborhood pixels is required, we use a n × n window here.
Assume the SFA has 4 channels and we use R channel in Fig. 2 for example. Every R value is estimated by its neighbors in the n × n window. Regardless of the size of the image, the size of matrix D is n 2 ×4×4. n 2 represents the window's size, w ij are the weights of different neighbors within the window. The first '4' means there are four types of R values: R values in position 1, 2, 3 and 4 which is determined by the SFA pattern. The second '4' means we have 4 channels in the SFA. The red rectangles of Fig. 2 show the computational process in recovering R1.
If we divide an original full resolution image Y by the mosaicked image X, we can estimate the parameters of D. D depends on the instinct characters of the SFA pattern, and represents the correlations between one pixel and its neighbouring pixels in the vicinity of n 2 window. Then the trained D can be used to estimateỸ for other mosaicked images X. Apparently, D is a global matrix which is sensitive to noise and will introduce large residual for a local particular pixel.
In order to reduce the artifacts, we also propose the second step of this method. In paper [6] , they propose a residual interpolation idea to replace the color difference interpolation in CFA based demosaicking. The residual idea is suitable for multispectral images without other constraints. In Fig. 3 , channel 1 is shown as an example. Firstly, the instinct matrix D is applied to the original mosaicked image, after which the estimated full resolution imageỸ is obtained byỸ = DX, called tentative estimate image. Secondly, each tentative estimated channel is subtracted by the original mosaicked channel in order to get the residuals ∆. Then simple linear interpolation method is performed to get the estimated residuals ∆'. Finally, the demosaicked image is acquired by adding the estimated residuals to the tentative estimate image. Fig. 3 . Framework of the second step of the proposed method. Bilinear [18] Channel difference [13] LMMSE [7] fake 
Experimental Result
Due to the practicability of realizing mosaic-mounted image sensors, we conducted experiments on a simulated platform [15] . A set of hyperspectral images are used as approximations to irradiance images which are spatially sampled and contain rich spectral information. Simulated SFAs then spectrally filter the irradiance images, and a simulated sensor with specified spectral sensitivities produces mosaic multispectral images. A replacement of SFAs with the corresponding set of filters will generate full resolution multispectral images with which the performance of demosaicking algorithms can be evaluated by comparing these "original" images with demosaicked images. The CAVE hyperspectral image database [17] was used in the experiment, which contains 32 reflectance images of real-world materials and objects. This images comprise 31 bands ranging from 400 nm to 700 nm with an interval of 10 nm, which defines the spectral range and accuracy of the experiments. An image named 'balloons' was employed for training purpose, and another 20 images selected from CAVE database are used for testing purpose. The images are then lit by the CIE D65 illuminant.
In this work, we experimented with two given types of SFAs, i.e., a 4-band SFA and a 5-band SFA, as shown in Fig. 1 . The spectral transmittances of the filters are set so that the peak transmittances sample the visible spectrum evenly. In order to simplify the simulation, an ideal sensor with constant spectral sensitivities across the spectrum was utilised.
For the sake of comparison, we also implemented, in addition to the proposed method, another 5 techniques of multispectral demosaicking including bilinear interpolation [18] , channel difference interpolation extended from the color difference method [13] , LMMSE method [7] based on constant difference, binary tree based demosaicking [10] and discrete wavelet transformed based approach [15] .
Please note that both of the SFAs were designed artificially. As the binary tree based approach works only with mosaic patterns that the accompanying method generates [9] , the patterns for this method is slightly different from the SFAs shown in Fig. 1 . And in the channel difference interpolation, the third filter is considered as the reference channel as the peak transmittances lie at about 550 nm for both filter sets used in the two SFAs.
There exists a variety of image quality evaluation methods to assess the performance of interpolation algorithm: PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio), SSIM (structural similarity) index, color appearance models and so on. Here, we use the SSIM metric. The SSIM index defines structural information in an image as attributes that represent the structure of the objects in the scene, independent of the average luminance and contrast. The index is based on a combination of luminance, contrast, and structure comparison. A value of 1 means perfect match between the two input images. Detail information and analysis about SSIM is shown in [16] .
The SSIM values of 20 images for 4-band SFA demosaicking is shown in Table 1 (a), the corresponding plot is shown in Fig. 4 . Table 1 The overall result of 5-band SFA demosaicking is not as good as 4-band's case mainly because of the coarser spatial distribution.
In general, the binary tree based method performs fairly well, and can be seen as a benchmark. However, it cannot be compared directly with other methods as the mosaics are not the same.
Our proposed method outperformed the binary tree approach and achieved the best performance for 4-band SFA, because it is not sensitive to the contents of different images. Although, the less information contained in a local window can exaggerate the role of noise which results in the decline of SSIM values for 5-band SFA, it outperforms most of the other methods except binary tree method.
In spite of its simplicity, the channel difference based interpolation [13] yielded promising results especially in the case of the 5-band SFA demosaicking. This suggests that the images tested possess a great deal of smooth chromatic transition.
The inferior results of DWT based approach [15] may indicate that the interchannel correlation in high-frequency region of the images is not sufficiently high. Besides, the different signatures of each band will reduce the smoothness of inter-band edge information, thus resulting in a worse performance for the 5-band SFA. The LMMSE method [7] needs more strict assumption, for example the second-order directional Laplacian filter of Adams and Hailton [1] requires constant color difference in either horizontal or vertical direction.
As expected, bilinear interpolation is the worst in this comparison, however the extremely low SSIM indices are worth further investigations.
Considering the computational efficiency, our proposed method only costs 0.5 seconds on average which shows great improvement compared to all the other methods. Next comes the binary tree method whose time consumption is 2.5 seconds on average, the other methods cost around 5 seconds. Also increasing number of bands led to higher computational cost.
Conclusion
The assumptions on which a variety of CFA demosaicking methods are based are very often not applicable to the multispectral domain [10] . As an example, the luminance-chrominance color space used for CFA pattern is senseless for SFA demosaicking, as a result of the difficulties in extracting luminance and chrominance information separately in multispectral images.
In this paper, we propose a linear method that combine linear Wiener estimation and an interpolation on residual channels in the context of multispectral demosaicking. The latter may overcome the error introduced by the former's sensitivity to noise. This method yielded an average SSIM value of 0.994465 for a 4-band SFA and 0.978215 for a 5-band SFA with the running time of about 0.5 seconds.
This method has several advantages. First, its dependency on the mosaic design is not as high as the other methods. Second, the residual interpolation is of high scalability. Third, the computation efficiency is improved greatly in comparison with other methods. Certainly this method has some disadvantages as well. It requires a priori information and it is sensitive to noise.
The SFA patterns were randomly designed in this article. The rules of designing an efficient SFA with high inter-channel correlation merit further development. In turn, these rules can be used to design homologous demosaicking algorithms. From the performance of the binary tree based interpolation, we can conclude that the relation between mosaic design and demosaicking is important. Therefore, for multispectral demosaicking, it is beneficial to consider mosaic design and demosaicking algorithms as a whole as suggested by Miao et al. [9] [10].
